
March 26th, 2021

Reminders

Circle Time
&

Stories

We decided to hop into spring this week by reading lots of bunny rabbit stories! We read 
about a bunny named Hoppy who was waiting for spring to come in the story, Hooray for 
Hoppy! We also read a touch and feel story with baby animals titled,  Easter Bunny.  The 
kiddos touched the soft bunny, the silky lamb, and the smooth nose of a fawn. We also read 
a peek- a -boo story with flaps called Hippity Hop Peekaboo! We had to peek under each 
flap to find where the bunny was hiding. Next week we will hide eggs and try to find them. 
We will be getting ready for Easter! 

Centers
During centers this week we scooped and dumped rice with green toys in the sensory bin, 
played a bunny game where the bunny would jump if we took his carrots, and played with 
play-doh! See the email for a link to the bunny game called “Jumping Jack”. . 

        Specials 

On Tuesday, Miss Katie brought her Wheels on the Bus book that has fun pages with 
moving parts. The kiddos loved it so much they could not take their eyes off the story. Of 
course we sang along as well. On Wednesday, we had Library time. We read some spring 
stories and used bunny stick puppets to sing some bunny songs. We took turns each day 
this week so all of our friends had a chance to hold a bunny puppet. They will bring them 
home next week. We also made time for playing outside each day because the weather was 
so nice!  On Friday, Miss Kayla played our favorite dancing music as we crawled through her 
rainbow tunnel. The kiddos were so excited that they sat very still waiting their turn!

       Crafts

We used marshmallow peeps to make really cute bunny paintings during craft time this 
week.  I let the kiddos taste a peep before we painted. They loved them! The kiddos also did 
a great job listening and didn’t try to eat the ones we used for painting or pictures. We also 
started making  baskets to hold our eggs during the egg hunt next week.  Next week we will 
paint fake eggs. Eggs are a symbol of new beginnings and spring. Coming up in April, we 
will discuss baby animals, eggs, ovals, and the color yellow.

Reminders
● April 2nd-  No School


